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The built environment represents a complex of spaces, contexts, in which human activity takes place. 
The physical structures, human activity and associated technology used in and across those spaces (both 
indoors and outdoors), combined with local and micro-meteorology, lead to the environmental 
conditions we experience within urban regions.  Further, larger scale (extreme) events can significantly 
influence this context of built environment. The heterogeneity that exists within these influencing 
factors of environmental condition, presents a scientific challenge when it comes to understanding the 
pollution exposure of different urban populations. Exposure to different pollution sources is an issue of 
relative location and timing (person-source), as well as evolution of pollution from the transport of 
localized contaminated plumes to eventual background levels. Despite differences in their spatial and 
temporal scales, these issues of air pollution hold true whether considering indoor or outdoor urban 
environments and, as such, the techniques used in modelling and monitoring studies. In this special 
issue of Atmospheric Science Letters, we are inviting papers on the topic of Air Pollution at the Indoor-
Outdoor interface for Built Environments that can cover issues of: 
 
(i) Modelling of transport processes and dispersion of air pollutants (biological and manmade 
contaminants) within or across indoor and outdoor environments;  
(ii) the influence of source type and location on individual or population air pollution exposures;  
(iii) the relationship of behaviour/activity to levels of indoor and outdoor pollution exposure; 
(iv) the influence of indoor/outdoor environmental conditions on the development and transport of 
localized air pollution plumes; and  
(v) relationship of indoor and outdoor urban environments to the air pollution exposure of different 
vulnerable populations  
 
It is not necessary for a submission to consider both indoor and outdoor contexts but the influence of 
the indoor/outdoor must be apparent as we aim to demonstrate a collective understanding of the issues 
of concern when thinking about indoor and outdoor interactions. The interactions are understood by 
the special issue editors as both physical and through human movement through these spaces. 
 
Papers can be A. Full length Papers B. Review Papers. C. Short Letter/Communication. 
 
Deadline for submission of abstracts: 16 January 2022 
Deadline for submission of papers: 24 April 2022  
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